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External factors
Internal factors
1. Motivations
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Sherwin, Michael D., Hugh Medal, and Steven A. Lapp. "Proactive cost-
effective identification and mitigation of supply delay risks in a low
volume high value supply chain using fault-tree analysis." International
Journal of Production Economics 175 (2016): 153-163.
-Interplays within the supply chain
-Dynamic fault tree (DFT)
Opportunities exists in: Supply chain risk analysis using DFT
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State-time diagrams of dynamic gates:
PAND Gate : (A = information system’s failure; B = main supplier’s failure.)
SPARE Gate: (B = main supplier’s failure; C= backup supplier’s failure. )
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FDEP Gate:  (A = information system’s failure; C= backup supplier’s failure) 
MA Gate: (B = one supplier’s failure; C= the other one supplier’s failure)
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SEQ Gate: ( B = main supplier’s failure; C = backup supplier’s failure; D = 
inventory’s failure.)
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2. Main-backup supply chain
A = information system’s failure; B = main supplier’s failure ; 
C = backup supplier’s failure; D = inventory’s failure.
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Total simulation time 86400 hours (= 10 years)
Mean time to failure of each 
component
200 hours
Mean time to repair of each 
component
48 hours
Increasing failure rate of the 
backup supplier given failure 
in the main supplier
2
Standard delivery time 200 hours
Simulation Parameters: 
-Failure rate
-Overall delivery time
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alpha - increasing failure rate of the backup supplier given failure in the main supplier
k – acceleration rate after supplier recovery
mttf - mean time to failure
mttr - mean time to repair
a - information system   
b - main supplier   
c - backup supplier
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3. Mutual-assistance supply chain
A = information system’s failure; B = one supplier’s failure; 
C =the other one supplier’s failure.
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beta - Increasing failure rate of one supplier given failure in the other supplier
k – acceleration rate after supplier recovery
mttf - mean time to failure
mttr - mean time to repair
a - information system   
b, c – two suppliers   
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4. Conclusions
• Contributions
• First use of dynamic fault tree to supply chain risk 
analysis
• Development of mutual assistance gate
• Estimate the overall delivery time of supply chain
• Include low volume and high volume production 
scenarios
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• Limitation
• Limited kinds of supply chains
